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Accelerating
climate change In the Arctic:
The Arctic's polar cap of floating sea ice (seen here on June
21, 2014 around the Amundsen Gulf between Victoria Island
and mainland Canada) began the 2015 melt season having
reached its smallest winter maximum on record. How much
of the Arctic's sea ice will survive the coming summer
remains to be seen.

In the Antarctic:
Sea ice around Antarctica is undergoing long-term expansion.
At its annual summer minimum on February 20, 2015, its
extent was 3.58 million km2 - the 4th largest on record. This
doesn't mean, however, that Antarctica is cooling. Sea ice is
thin and when measuring its extent scientist include areas
where it covers just 15% of the sea; its extent changes with
weather conditions, particularly wind direction.
Antarctica's floating ice shelves are another matter. Permanently attached to the coastline
and 100 to 1,000 m thick, they buttress the great ice sheets on land. New research has
indicated that after 2003 the shrinkage of the ice shelves around Antarctica became 12.4
times faster. At this rate, they could be lost within a century. As they disappear, the loss of
the ice sheets behind them will speed up and so will the rate at which sea level rises.
Image obtained by NASA's Landsat 8 on June 21, 2014.

The chart at right shows the locations of
the principle Antarctic ice shelves. The
on-land West Antarctic Ice Sheet lies to
the west (left) of a line drawn between
the eastern (right-hand) side of The
Ronne-Filchner and Ross ice shelves.
The dividing line on the ground is the
Transantarctic Mountains.
Credit: Ted Scambos and National Snow and and Ice Data Center (USA).

Below: The margin of the Ross Ice Shelf.
Credit Michael Van Woert, NOAA NESDIS, ORA. NOAA Photo Library: corp2400. Dec. 1997.

A dramatic leap in Antarctica's ice shelf loss.
"In the Amundsen and Bellingshausen regions, some
ice shelves have lost up to 18% of their thickness in
less than two decades."
In a paper published on March 26, 2015, Fernando S. Paolo of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, San Diego, California and coworkers revealed that a dramatic change had taken place in the
Antarctic ice shelves since 2003. In the period 1994 to 2003, the
total loss from the ice shelves averaged a "negligible" 25 ± 64 km 3
per year. Note that for this time, the uncertainty in the estimate is
bigger than the estimate itself. Looking at the period 2003 to
2012, however, the rate of ice loss had jumped to 310 ± 74 km3
per year.
East and West Antarctica had behaved differently. The volume of the East Antarctic ice shelves
had actually increased during the period 1994 to 2003. On the average, their volume had grown
by 148 ± 45 km3 per year, reducing the total ice loss rate for the continent as a whole. Between
2003 and 2012, however, this growth had reversed and become a net loss of 56 ± 37 km3 per
year. In West Antarctica, which is more vulnerable to ice loss, ice shelves shrank at a rate of 144
± 45 km3 per year from 1994 to 2003 and this rate jumped to 242 ± 47 km3 per year after 2003.
Paolo, F. S. et al. (2015). Sciencexpress/sciencemag.org/content/early/recent/26 March 2015 / Page 2 / 10.1126/science.aaa0940.

East Antarctica's Totten Glacier is under threat - this could eventually add over
3.5 m to rising sea levels. Greenbaum, J. S. et al. (2015). Nature Geoscience Published online: March 16, 2015 DOI: 10.1038/NGEO2388
Studies have indicated that the East Antarctic Ice Sheet is significantly more stable than the smaller
West Antarctic Ice Sheet. However, it now appears that a least one area of the EAIS, the Totten
Glacier, which is the main outlet of the Aurora Subglacial Basin, may be unstable thanks to deep
troughs which allow water from the ocean to enter beneath the ice. A group headed by J. S.
Greenbaum of the Institute for Geophysics, University of Texas at Austin has published the discovery
that (from their abstract): "Radar sounding reveals a previously unknown inland trough that connects
the main ice-shelf cavity to the ocean. If thinning trends continue, a larger water body over the
trough could potentially allow more warm water into the cavity, which may, eventually, lead to
destabilization of the low-lying region between Totten Glacier and the similarly deep glacier flowing
into the Reynolds Trough. We estimate that at least 3.5m of eustatic sea level potential drains
through Totten Glacier, so coastal processes in this area could have global consequences."

Above: Sunrise at Argentina's Marambio Base, April 23, 2009 (autumn in Southern Hemisphere). Marambio and
Esperenza are located near the northernmost tip of the Antarctic Peninsula, and lie outside the Antarctic Circle.
In late April, the Sun will remain above the horizon for about 8.5 hours and at noon will rise to slightly more than
14.5o above the horizon. During the long nights, the Southern Cross and the brightest stars of Centaurus, Hadar
and Rigel Kent (the nearest star system) will wheel almost directly overhead. Credit: Fiorchiz.vm GFDL.

Highest temperatures ever recorded in Antarctica.
The USA's National Snow and Ice Data Center (April 7, 2015) reported that: "Air temperatures reached
record high levels at two Antarctic stations last week, setting a new mark for the warmest
conditions ever measured anywhere on the continent. On March 23, at Argentina’s base Marambio
[64o14'27.65"S; 56o37' 36.31"W], a temperature of 17.4° Celsius (63.3° Fahrenheit) was reached,
surpassing a previous record set in 1961 at a nearby base, Esperanza [63o24'S 56o59'W]. The old
record was 17.1° Celsius (62.8° Fahrenheit). However, Esperanza quickly reclaimed the record a
few hours later on March 24, reaching a temperature of 17.5° Celsius (63.5° Fahrenheit). " The
relatively high temperatures were related to foehn winds. These result when air has risen over high
ground losing its water as precipitation. As the air descends again, it compresses and grows warmer.

With Arctic sea ice shrinking and Antarctic sea ice expanding, what is the
overall trend? For the period 1979 to 2013, the world's total sea ice shrank by
about 35,000 km2 per year (1.5% per decade), according to a study of satellite
data by Claire Parkinson of NASA.
Parkinson, C. L. (2014). Journal of Climate, doi: 10.1175/JCLI-D-14-00605.1.
Could Western Canada lose the
majority of its glaciers by 2100?
Investigations of how glaciers will respond to a
warming world have tended to use simplistic
physics. Now, a new study, led by Garry K. C.
Clarke of the University of British Columbia
(Vancouver, Canada), has looked at the fate of
glaciers using a more detailed and realistic
treatment of the physics.
Left: The Illecillewaet Glacier in the Glacier National
Park, Western Canada. The glacier (one most
extensively studied in North America) has retreated
since 1887. Glaciers cover 131 km 2 of the Park's
1,349 km2. July, 2006. Image: Space cat CC BY-SA 2.0.

It was concluded that: "by 2100, the volume of glacier ice in western Canada will shrink by 70 ± 10%
relative to 2005. According to our simulations, few glaciers will remain in the Interior and Rockies
regions, but maritime glaciers, in particular those in northwestern British Columbia, will survive in
a diminished state." The authors foresaw that: "Potential implications include impacts on aquatic
ecosystems, agriculture, forestry, alpine tourism and water quality."
Clarke, G. K. C. et al. (2015). Nature Geoscience. Published online April 6, 2015. DOI: 10.1038/NGEO2407.

Editorial.

M. J. Heath.

A new UK oil find highlights
the energy dilemma that
faces our civilisation.
The means by which we provide
dependable energy and economic
stability in the shorter-term are
undermining the sustainability of
our civilisation in the longer-term.
We are presently locked into a
need to burn hydrocarbons.
Morrison, C. (2015). SHARES rocket as Gatwick oil find boosts UK firms. City Am April 10, 2015 p. 5. Photo of Gatwick: Philip Capper, Sept. 10, 2008 CC BY 2.0.

This means that we continue to release ever larger quantities of the greenhouse gas CO2 and no
real road map exists for extricating ourselves without bringing about economic and strategic
chaos. The politicians are long practised at sounding strong, confident and in control, but beyond
reassurances about coming climate deals and expanding our use of renewable energy resources,
have arguably failed to understand how serious and fundamental this challenge actually could be.
Meanwhile, as Gatwick and Heathrow airports have locked horns in a battle to get new runway
space as the hydrocarbon guzzling aviation industry expands, a prediction that 100 billion barrels
of oil lie beneath the Weald Basin to the south of London - around Gatwick (above) - has thrown
the energy dilemma into even sharper relief.

City Am April 10, 2015: "Shares rocket as Gatwick oil find boosts UK firms."
Readers of City AM learned that: "SHARES in UK oil firms exploded yesterday, after UK Oil & Gas
Investments (UKOG) announced a discovery of158m barrels of oil per square mile at the Horse Hill
well, near Gatwick airport." Whilst commentators in the hydrocarbon industry favoured a cautious
response, and pointed out that only a fraction of the 100 billion barrels were likely to be extracted,
UKOG shares jumped by 169.23%. Share values in four other companies with relevant interests in the
Weald, Solo Oil, Alba, Stellar and Doriemus increased also. City Am quoted the percentage boost for
Alba as 129.17%, Stellar 47.06% and Doriemus 54.55%.

Do we exploit this find? Can we afford not to? Not only would it promote economic growth, but it
would also reduce our dependency on hydrocarbons supplied by other regimes. If we turn our
backs on economic growth, we will not necessarily escape unscathed from the global
consequences of human-made environmental change, but we may have to face whatever
challenges arise with a shrunken economy. If we burn this oil, however, we will be increasing the
scale of the problems that we will have to face in future decades and the ultimate economic
costs. To complicate the enormous problem of how we may transition to economies that do not
damage the planet (and thereby ourselves), a spate of recent papers in leading scientific journals
indicate that global change may be accelerating and may involve unpredictable events. Prime
Meridian is sent out to many organisations and individuals concerned with the potential impacts
of climate change on human communities and we invite our readers to challenge the policymakers to recognise, engage with and find credible ways to resolve the dilemma.
Editor M. J. Heath. Editorial assistance, Penelope Stanford.
Prime Meridian is published as part of the outreach programme of the Ecospheres Project's Earth Campaign.
Email: prime-meridian01@hotmail.com
Website: www.ecospheresproject.org
This newsletter may be copied and distributed freely by any organisation engaged in raising awareness of
environmental issues or for general educational purposes. Images in Prime Meridian are from M.J. Heath (unless
otherwise specified). © M. J. Heath, 2015.

Seasons in South East England

February, 2015
Above: A hedgerow dividing two fields (near West
Kingsdown, Kent) presents its typical winter appearance,
sere and leafless apart from masses of ivy.

February in the SE was slightly colder, but
sunnier and wetter than normal.
Taking the UK as a whole, the mean temperature for
the month was 3.5oC. This was 0.1oC below the average
for the period 1981-2010.
The month began with the UK under the influence of a
cold northern air mass and the pictures (left) from
February 2 and 3 illustrate the conditions that were, by
the standards of southern Britain, decidedly chilly. On the
evening of Feb. 2, the Moon, as seen from the streets of SE
London was surrounded by a halo (sometimes known as a
"winter halo"). This ring is a familiar sight for anyone who
pays attention to the skies. It is caused by the refraction of
light through high altitude clouds (cirrus or cirrostratus)
consisting of vast numbers of minute ice crystals, which,
like snowflakes, are hexagonal. Light is refracted at the
surface of the crystal and again as it leaves. The minimum
angle of deviation actually varies depending on the
wavelength of light. It is greatest for short-wave light
(blue:
22.37o) and least for long wavelengths (red:
o
21.54 ). The average is 21.84o - nearly 22o. winter halo.
The bright planet Jupiter is visible inside the halo. On Feb
6, it reached opposition (when it lies opposite the Sun in
the sky). At this time it lay 4.3 AU away (the Astronomical
Unit is the mean Earth-Sun distance; 149.598 million km).
By the early hours of Feb. 3, snowflakes were falling from
the sky. Later the same day, as the short afternoon was
wearing on, a view across the landscape of Kent, near
West Kingsdown included fields on some of which the
recent snow had not melted. The view at lower right looks
along a bare hedgerow in this vicinity.
The minimum temperature recorded at Heathrow, Greater
London, was -4oC on Feb. 2 and just below freezing on
Feb. 3. Also on Feb. 3, the UK's lowest temperature of
-10.9oC was recorded in NW England at Bewcastle, Cumbria.

Left: Beacon Wood, near Greenhithe, Kent on
Feb. 5. Sunlight is catching the trees in the
birch woodland, which covers much of the
northern section of the Wood.
A mass of reeds (Phragmites communis) rise out
of water of a seasonal lake. Where the water
has been protected from the wind, a thin layer
of ice has developed.
February began with cold weather brought by
northern air masses. Between Feb. 5 and 12,
high pressure dominated the UK, but this came
to an end on February 13.
Until that date, the month had been essentially
dry at Heathrow, but on Feb. 13, 5 mm of rain
fell. This set the scene for the wetter and
milder weather that dominated the second half
of the month. The UK's Met Office noted: "The
second half of February saw a generally
westerly type, with temperatures fluctuating
and some heavy rain and strong winds,
especially in Scotland where there were
significant snowfalls across the mountains, but
with some quieter days in between."
Left, bottom: A view over the British Isles taken
by the NOAA-19 weather satellite on February 7
at 13:26 GMT (courtesy Geoff Hamilton).
At Heathrow, the minimum temperature was
around 0oC on Feb. 6, 7 and 9, 16 and 18. 27.
Maximum temperatures managed to reach
around 9oC on Feb. 8 and 10oC on Feb 9, but fell
again to 5oC on Feb. 12. A relatively warm spell,
with maximum temperatures between 8 to 10oC
occurred from Feb. 13 to 17. Approaching 11oC
was recorded on Feb. 18. It was on Feb. 18 that
the UK's maximum temperature of 15.6oC was
enjoyed at Fyvie Castle in Aberdeenshire,
Scotland. Around 12oC was recorded at
Heathrow on Feb 25.
Rainfall, confined mostly to the period after
Feb. 13, included 6 mm on Feb, 16, 5 mm on
Feb. 19, 7 mm on Feb. 22 and 5 mm on Feb
26. Freezing minimum temperatures were
recorded once again on Feb. 22 (-2oC) and on
Feb. 27 (0oC).
Sources: for weather data UK Met Office and WeatherOnline.

SE and central S England, mean max. temp.:
7.4oC (0.5oC); mean min. temp.: 0.8 oC (-0.1oC).
Hours of sunshine: 80.0 (113%). Rain: 60.4 mm
(115%). Anomalies re. 1981-2010 norm in
brackets. Source UK Met Office.

Above left: Sunset over South East London on
February 8, 2015. Sunlight is being reflected by
high altitude ice crystal clouds. Above right: After
the Sun has gone down, the planet Venus gleams
in the evening twilight between the silhouettes of
skeletal trees. Our neighbour world Venus has
been putting on a magnificent show in the evening
twilight. Venus lies just 0.72 AU from the Sun and
hurtles along its orbit at an average velocity of
about 35 km per second compared with about 30
km per second for the Earth, which means that it
regularly overtakes us on the inside. It has been
coming around from the far side of the Sun and, as
seen from the Earth, has moved away from the
Sun in the sky. It will move back towards the Sun
in the sky after June 6, as it overtakes us. By the
close of February, Venus was setting at about
20:20 GMT for Londoners.
Right: Water droplets have frozen on the roof of a
car at New Ash Green, Kent (night of Feb. 21).
Snowy precipitation falls from the clouds and is
blown by wind near Bexley, Kent on the afternoon
of. Feb. 21, 2015. Feb 28 near West Kingsdown.

Global climate: February 2015
broke no records, but it was the
worlds 2nd warmest February since
1880.
Not every month of every year can set
new records. We must expect local,
regional and global temperatures to seasaw naturally from one year to the next,
but it is notable that both Jan. and Feb.
2015 were the 2nd warmest on record.
According to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (USA), the
world's land and ocean combined had a
mean temperature for February 2015 of
0.82 ± 0.08oC above the 20th Century
mean of 12.1o C. Globally, land areas
(1.68 ± 0.19oC above the mean) also
experienced their 2nd warmest February
after 2002. The global oceans, at 0.51 ±
0.04oC above the norm, were their 3 rd
warmest on record, with 2010 the
warmest.

In the Northern Hemisphere, the combined mean
temperature for land and ocean was an impressive
1.09 ± 0.10oC above the norm (2nd warmest after
2002). Land areas, at 1.94 ± 0.18 oC above the norm,
were the 3rd warmest on record (2007 was warmest),
and the Northern Hemisphere's oceans were the 2 nd
warmest on record (2010 was warmest) at 0.56 ±
0.04oC above the mean. In the Southern Hemisphere,
the combined land and ocean temperature was 0.57 ±
0.07oC above the norm and was the 4 th warmest on
record
(2010
was
warmest).
The
Southern
Hemisphere's oceans (0.49 ± 0.06oC above the norm)
were the 6th warmest on record (warmest was 1998).
Land areas were the 4th warmest in the record (1.00 ±
0.12oC above the norm, with 2010 as the warmest).
Above: A bare hedgerow beside St. Peter's & St Paul's Church at
Ash, Kent. Left: Feb. 28, 2015. Woodland floor near West
Kingsdown, with Arum maculatum (named for the dark spots on
its leaves). Below: Flock of sparrows in bare tree beside a street
in West Norwood, South London (Feb. 9, 2015). Sparrows, once
a commonplace sight in London, became something of a rarity.
According to the UK's Royal Society for the Protection of Birds,
the house sparrow (Passer domesticus) declined by 71% between
1977 and 2008 (substantial declines in both rural and urban
populations) and the smaller tree sparrow (Passer montanus) by
93% between 1970 and 2008. The causes are complex and
appear to involve loss of food sources and nesting sites, farming
methods, garden use of pesticides. The British Trust for
Ornithology reports stabilisation of the decline in back gardens
since 2009. A study in Hungary (Seress et al., 2012) (where the
decline is more moderate) indicated that rural pairs of house
sparrows produced more and larger offspring. A 2012 study led
by Julia Schroeder of the University of Sheffield suggested that
in noisy environments, food begging by juveniles was more
difficult to hear, so they were fed less often by females (males
were constant in the rate at which they fed chicks). Schroeder J. et
al. (2012). PLoS ONE 7(7): e39200. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039200.
(2012). Journal of Avian Biology 43: 403-414.

Seress, G. et al.

